
 

NEXTGRID PRE-INITIATION COMMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
ILLINOIS COMPETITIVE ENERGY ASSOCIATION 

The Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”) greatly appreciates the opportunity 

to comment on the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) upcoming Utility of the 

Future collaborative process, also known as the NextGrid Grid Modernization Study (“NextGrid”).  

ICEA applauds the Commission’s exploration of topics that are sure to transform the ways in 

which Illinoisans consume electricity.  Representatives of ICEA and its member companies have 

a long history of involvement with  collaborative processes in Illinois to enable competitive energy 

markets including participation in the  Commission’s Post-2006 Initiative to determine the future 

of Illinois’ then-rapidly evolving competitive retail markets.1  ICEA recognizes the value of such 

collaborative processes and the importance of providing a voice for the companies currently 

providing, and customers currently receiving, the types of products and services to be supported 

by NextGrid.  In support of this process, ICEA provides some background on why RES are an 

important stakeholder in the process and a few recommendations to the Commission for the 

upcoming collaborative. 

ICEA, as a trade association for Retail Electric Suppliers (“RES”), looks forward  to 

participating in the NextGrid collaborative.  RES will have an important role to play in NextGrid.  

Part of the reason is based on RES’s relationships with Illinois energy users of all sizes.  According 

to the most recent available switching statistics (December 2015) published by the Commission’s 

Office of Retail Market Development, Retail Electric Suppliers (“RES”) have relationships with 

customers representing:  

 Over 76% of all load in each of the three Ameren Illinois service territory rate zones 
and 72.8% of all load in the Commonwealth Edison service territory.   

                                                 
1 Information about the Post-2006 Initiative is available on the Commission’s website at: 
https://icc.illinois.gov/Electricity/programs/Post2006Initiative.aspx.  



 

 The majority of load every rate class in the Ameren Illinois and Commonwealth 
Edison service territories use a RES for supply service, with the exception of 
residential customers in ComEd just below a majority at 46%.   

 RES serve a majority of customers in every rate class in each rate zone in the 
Ameren Illinois service territory and every ComEd rate class except residential, 
small commercial, and street lighting.   

 Some rate classes—by load or number of customers—exceeds 90% RES usage.   

Due to the natural churn of customers switching between supply options, ICEA suspects that an 

even greater percentage of customers and load have had a business relationship with a RES during 

the past five years (for instance, when the City of Chicago had an active municipal aggregation 

program and ComEd’s residential switching percentage exceeded 69% by number of customers 

and load in December 2013).  In short, customers of all sizes have embraced choice and are 

exercising increasing control over their relationship with energy consumption.   

While the switching statistics from recent years quantify relationships based primarily on 

commodity supply service, in reality many RES offer uniquely tailored products and services 

beyond commodity supply.  Within the category of supply, RES provide services including 

voluntary green, renewable or zero-carbon products as well as time-variant products.  Related to 

supply, RES provide value added ranging from reward programs and other benefits to services like 

monthly energy usage reports.  ICEA notes that the utility is forbidden from—or restricted in its 

ability to—offering such products and services, meaning RES are the exclusive provider of the 

overwhelming majority of conceivable products and services. 

Many RES and their affiliates also provide products and services related to energy but 

separate from commodity supply service.  Among Illinois-licensed RES, many are affiliated with 

distributed solar developers, home services companies (energy audits and energy efficiency 

installation), smart appliance manufacturers, storage developers, demand response providers, 

Software as a Service entities (data analytics), and other hardware and software services.  These 



 

new offerings reflect the growing interest in and demand for technologies to manage energy use 

in homes and businesses.  These affiliations range from strategic alliances to corporate affiliation.  

ICEA imagines that these products and services would be included in what the Commission wishes 

to further enable with NextGrid.  RES are currently matching these products to the consumers that 

can or will in the future derive value.  Once again, the utility is forbidden from directly offering 

virtually all of these products and services directly to customers, meaning RES are one of the 

primary marketing channels available for customers to be introduced to these products and 

services.  Given ICEA’s experience in past Illinois collaborative processes and members’ 

experience with ongoing development in multiple markets, ICEA wishes to provide procedural 

recommendations to the Commission.  ICEA recommends that the Commission take the long view 

in the NextGrid process, because in ICEA’s experience large and wide sweeping collaborative 

processes serve as good launching points but development and further collaboration is essential 

after the facilitator’s contract is done and the report placed upon a shelf.  As an example, while 

many of the consensus items from the Post-2006 Initiative remain a part of the Illinois retail energy 

market, some significant departures and innovations took place in the seven years after the 

collaborative.  ICEA believes it is a rather uncontroversial proposition that the explosive growth 

of the residential retail market may not have been possible under the rules developed by the Post-

2006 Initiative.  For example, purchase of receivables and municipal aggregation (in its current 

form) were not products of the Post-2006 Initiative consensus process.  Rather, building on a strong 

foundation, subsequent innovations such as purchase or receivables and municipal aggregation 

allowed for evolving market rules and consumer protections.  The entire market development 

cycle, of which the collaborative process was a necessary but not final step, benefitted from the 



 

practical experience of operating under the rules and concepts introduced during the Post-2006 

Initiative and taking practical next steps. 

The importance of communication during the NextGrid process cannot be overstated.  

ICEA and its members intend to be a contributor in discussions on each of the four topics identified 

by the Commission.  In the interest of facilitating participation, ICEA suggests that robust 

distribution and service lists be created and deployed regularly to ensure all stakeholders are 

notified of developments and opportunities to participate.  It may be beneficial for the facilitator 

to conduct periodic, perhaps monthly meetings to update stakeholders on the progress of NextGrid, 

process changes, and any action-items for various issues or sub-groups. 

The continued proliferation of the innovative energy management products and tools 

discussed above will depend on the proper regulatory framework to facilitate market participation 

and competition.  At this juncture, innovation within the various rate classes remains dependent 

on access to accurate and timely usage data for RES.  NextGrid should endeavor to explore new, 

more efficient methods and platforms to increase access to usage data for RES and RES customers. 

Of course, the need for an iterative process may be somewhat lessened in this case because unlike 

the Post-2006 Initiative—where residential rates were still frozen and a transition to competition 

was still ongoing—RES are among those currently providing the products and services that the 

Commission seeks to enable.  In other words, the practical experience that the Post-2006 Initiative 

could only have taken from other states is available here in Illinois from RES (among others).  Like 

that proceeding, Illinois energy customers and the value customers derive from the competitive 

marketplace should be a focal point of NextGrid.       

ICEA supports Illinois’ efforts to develop a modern grid designed for reliability and 

security as a platform for new technologies and providing customers control over their energy 



 

consumption.  Today customers have several channels to choose new technologies, product and 

services—e.g.  through a retail electric supplier, on-site new generation build or through a purchase 

of a smart thermostat at their local hardware store.    ICEA believes the Commission’s NextGrid 

process should ensure a level playing field for all parties using the platform and should separate 

the platform customers are mandated to purchase from the utility regardless of use from those 

products a customer should only pay for when they choose.  Examples include customer-sited 

generation and storage, energy efficiency measures that could potentially count toward utility 

energy efficiency portfolio compliance, and other hardware-based products and services offered 

by RES and their affiliates today.  From that starting point many products and services can thrive 

through the ability to function with a modern utility system. In return, customers are placed in 

control of both their energy costs and life style decisions. 

  ICEA is looking forward to providing a RES voice to both sellers and consumers of the 

products and services the Commission strives to benefit as part of the NextGrid process. 

Respectfully submitted, 

The Illinois Competitive Energy Association 
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